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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a Banach space over the complex numbers. Assume that 
A: B + B is a bounded linear operator. Let m(A) be the spectrum of A. Set 
PM)=i,yq;;, 147 w=A~j(;) 14. 
For x E B let p(A, x) = lim sup IIA”‘xll ‘/m denote the local spectral radius of 
A at x. For Tc B set v(A, T) = inf,. 7,(01 p(A, x). 
Let C be a C* algebra. Denote by K the cone of all self adjoint (non- 
negative) elements of the form au *. Let KO be the interior of K, i.e., KO is 
the set of invertible elements in K. Assume that A: C 4 C is a bounded 
linear operator. As usual, let C’, K’, and A’ denote the conjugate Banach 
space of all bounded linear functional on C, the cone of bounded non- 
negative linear functional with respect to K and the conjugate operator to 
A, respectively. A is called positive if AK c K. The main result of this 
paper is: 
THEOREM 1. Let C he a C* algebra. Assume that A: C-P C is u bounded 
positive linear operator. Then 
p(A)= inf p(x-‘Ax), v(A’, K’) = sup v(x-‘AX). (1) XCKO .VEK~ 
The proof of Theorem 1 is achieved by extending the recent results of 
[T-W] on the bounded linear operators leaving invariant certain cones in 
the finite dimensional vector spaces. In the case C* is the algebra of n x n 
complex valued matrix and A is an irreducible operator the above 
characterization is proved in [Fri]. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let B be a Banach space over the real numbers with the norm II I(. 
Denote by B’ the Banach space of all real valued bounded linear func- 
tionals. Let Kc B be a closed pointed (Kn -K = (0)) cone. Denote by 
K’ c B’ the cone of nonnegative linear functionals with respect to K. As 
usual, let y>x and y>x iff y-xeK and y-XEK\{O}. Assume that K 
has a nonempty interior and denote by K,, its interior. We then let x + y 
iffy - x E K,. Note that the assumption K, # 121 implies that B = K - K and 
K’ # {O}. Furthermore, if for e E K, the segment --e d x < e is bounded in 
norm then B’ = K’ - K’. See [K-R] or [Karl. A bounded linear operator 
A: B -+ B is called positive if AKc K. Assume that A is a positive operator 
and define the Collatz-Wielandt sets associated with A as 
C(A)= {a, 3x>O, Axdax), C,(A)= {o,3x+O, AxGax}, 
Q(A)= {w, 3x>O, Ax~~x}, Q,(A)= (0,3x%0, AxBox}. 
For x E K the upper and lower Collatz-Wielandt numbers are defined as 
R(A, x) = inf{ 0 b 0 : Ax < ax}, r(A, x) = sup(o 2 0 : Ax 2 ox}. 
Note that R(A, x) = cc if no 0 exists such that Ax d crx. Clearly, 
sup Q,(A) = sup r(A, x) <sup Q(A) = sup r(A, x) 
X%0 x>o 
(2) 
inf C(A) = inf R(A, x) < inf Z,(A) = ih’, R(A, x). 
x > 0 
In the case of B = R”, K = R”, and A is an irreducible nonnegative matrix 
the above numbers are all equal to p(A). This is the classical result due to 
Wielandt. It also holds for any finite dimensional B with a closed pointed 
spanning cone K and a positive irreducible operator A. However, if A is 
not irreducible the above four numbers do not have to be equal even in the 
finite dimensional case. See, for example, [Kar, T-W]. 
The number v(A, K) = inf,,, p(A, x) is called the minimal distinguished 
local spectral radius of A. 
In order to make sense of the spectrum of A we complexify B to B and 
extend A to 2 in the standard way, 
B={z,z=x+iy,x,y~B), llzll = oyoy2, lb 03s f3 + Y sin N . . 
2(x + iy) = Ax + iAy. 
We shall identify B and A” with B and A respectively and no ambiguity will 
arise. The following theorem characterizes the above three numbers in 
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terms of the spectral radius and the minimal distinguished local spectral 
radii of A and A’. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be u real Banach space with u closed pointed cone K. 
Assume furthermore that K has a nonempty interior and B’ = K’- K’. Let 
A: B -+ B be a bounded linear operator which leaves K invariant. Then 
inf R(A, x) = p(A), (3) .x B 0 
inf R( A, x) = v( A, K), (4) r>o 
sup r(A, x) = v(A’, K’). 
KPO 
(5) 
Proof: We first observe that the LHS of (3) does not exceed its RHS. 
Indeed. let E > 0. Then the Neumann formula 
((p(A)+E)I-A)-+ A” 
o MA)+&)“+’ 
yields 
x=((p(A)+&)Z-A)-‘~$0 if ~$0. 
Hence, R(A, x) < p(A) + E for the above x. Since E was an arbitrary positive 
number we deduce that the LHS of (3) is not bigger than its RHS. We now 
show that the LHS of (3) is not smaller than its RHS. Assume first that 
p(A) = 0. Clearly, the LHS of (3) is not smaller than its RHS. Suppose that 
p(A) > 0. According to [Kar, Thm. l] there exists f E K’\(O) so that 
A’f=p(A)J Let x%0. Then 
M)f(x)= (AIf)(x)=f(Ax)<f(NA, x)x)=NA, x)f(x). 
As f E K’\{ 0}, x + 0 it follows that f(x) > 0. Hence, the above inequality 
yields p(A) < R(A, x). That is, the LHS of (3) is not smaller than its RHS 
and (3) follows. 
We now prove (4). We claim that (A”/(R(A, x) + E)~)x converges 
weakly to 0 for any positive E. Since B’ = K’ - K’ it is enough to show that 
f(A”x) 
mlifna (R(A,x)+c)“=” 
Vf >o. 
This is an immediate consequence from the inequality 
0 <f(A”x) ,<f(R(A, x)” x) = WA, x)~~(x). 
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It is well known that a weakly convergent sequence is bounded. See for 
example [D-S, 11.3.271. It hence follows that p(A, X) < R(A, x). That is, 
the RHS of (4) does not exceed its LHS. We now show the reverse 
inequality. From the definition v(A, K) = inf,,, p(A, x) it follows that for 
any positive e there exists x > 0 so that p(A, x) < v(A, K) + E. Hence, the 
series 
% (v(A, gL,-+1 
converges to y > 0. Clearly, ((v(A, K) + .s)Z- A) y = x > 0. Therefore, 
Z?(A, y) d v(A, K) + E and the equality (4) follows. 
We now prove (5). We first show that the LHS of (5) does not exceed 
its RHS. Let f E K’\(O). For an arbitrary E > 0 put 
g=f 
(A')"f 
" W',f)+C+"O' 
It then follows that R(A’, g) d p(A) + E. Clearly, for x > 0 
r(A, x) g(x) = g(r(A, x)x) 6 AAx) = (A’g)(x) d RCA’, 8) g(x). 
Thus, for x >> 0 we deduce that g(x) > 0. Therefore, 
r(A,x)GR(A', g)<pV',f)+E, Vx$O. 
This shows that the LHS of (5) does not exceeds its RHS. 
We now show the reverse inequality. Let r be the value of the LHS of 
(5). From the definition of Y it is immediate that (A - rZ)Ko n K, = 0. As 
(A - rZ)K, and K,, are convex sets and K. has an interior the separation 
theorem implies an existence of f E B’\(O) so that f (Ko) > 0, 
f((A - rZ) K,) d 0. See, for example, [D-S, V.2.83. Since K. is dense in K 
we deduce that f > 0, A’f - rf < 0. We now claim that p(A’, f) Q Y. Let 
Ed K,. Clearly, there exists T> 0 so that e f X/TE K, Vx, IlxII d 1. It now 
follows that l(gl( < Tg(e), Vg> 0. As 0 d (A’)” f < Yf it follows that 
(A’)” f(e) < r”f(e). Hence II( f II < PTf(e). Thus, p(A’, f) < r and (5) 
is established. 1 
Remark 1. For the finite dimensional vector space B Theorem 2 is due 
to [T-W]. Consult also with [F-N] for the case B = R” and K= R”, . See 
[Fri] for other characterizations of p(A). 
Let C be a C* algebra with identity. Consult for example with [Ped] for 
basic properties of these algebras. Let B c C be the real Banach space of all 
self adjoint elements in C. B has a natural cone K of nonnegative self 
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adjoint elements of the form au*. This cone has interior K,, which consists 
of all invertible elements in K. Let e denote the identity element in C. 
Clearly, e E K,. Let x E B. Then llxll < 1 iff -e < x < e. Hence, B’ = K’ - K’. 
(For example, [K-R, pp. 222251.) Let B be the complexification of B. It 
is not difficult to show that B is isomorphic to C. That is, the original norm 
on C and the induced norm on B are equivalent. As a E C is a linear 
operator on C we denote by ~(a) and p(a) the spectrum and the spectral 
radius of a, respectively. As in Section 1 set v(a) = min j.E ,,(“, /JJ. Thus, 
VaEK, llall = P(Q)> UEK”OY(U)>O. 
Let A: C + C be a linear bounded operator. Assume that A is positive, i.e., 
AK c K. Then A: B + B. As we explained above the equalities (3)-(5) hold. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a C* algebra. Assume that A: C + C is a positive 
operator. Then for any x E K, 
R(A, x) = p(x-‘AX), r(A, x) = v(x-~ ‘Ax). (6) 
ProoJ Let YE K. A straightforward argument shows that 
se d y < te iff s<v(y) and p(y)< t. (7) 
Let x E K,. Then x has a unique root x = u’, u E K,. Observe next that 
rx<Ax<Rx iff re<u-‘(Ax)u-‘<Re. 
According to (7) 
r(A, x) = v(u-‘(Ax) up’), R(A,x)=p(u~‘(Ax)u~‘). 
Clearly, 
a(u-‘(Ax) up’) = o(u-‘Ax) = a(x-‘Ax) 
and (6) follows. 1 
Combine Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 to deduce Theorem 1. 
Remark 2. In the case that C= M,(C)-the algebra of n x n complex 
valued matrices and A is a positive irreducible operator Theorem 1 is due 
to [Fri]. It is derived by using more delicate characterizations of p(A). See 
also the Donsker-Varadhan type characterization of p(A) and Petz’s 
conjecture for the case C = M,(C) stated in [Fri]. 
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3. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Theorem 2 was proved under the crucial assumptions that K has a non- 
empty interior and B’ = ZS - K’. We now shall discuss what can be said 
about the four numbers given in (2) under the assumption that Kc B is a 
closed pointed cone. We shall frequently assume 
B=K-K, B’ = K’ - K’. (8) 
First note that without further assumptions we can discuss only the sets 
C(A) and O(A). We first address the sup Q(A) which was not discussed in 
Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let KC B be a closed pointed cone in the real Banach space 
B and assume that (8) holds. Assume that A: B + B is a bounded linear 
operator which leaves K invariant. Then 
sup r(A, x) d p(A). 
xzo 
(9) 
Proof: Recall that p(A) = lim, _ m /A”ll ‘lm. Hence lim, _ ,(A”/ 
(p(A)+&)“)=0 for any positive E. In particular, lim,,,(f(A”x)/ 
(p(A) + E)~) = 0 for any f~ B’, x E B. Let x > 0. Clearly, A”x > r(A, x)” x. 
Since B’= K’- K’ there exists f~ K’ so that f(x) > 0. As f(A”x) > 
r(A, x)” f(x) it follows that lim, _ ,(r(A, x)“/(p(A) + E)~) f(x) = 0. We 
then deduce that r(A, x) 6 p(A) + E. As E was an arbitrary positive number 
we obtain r(A, x) <p(A). 1 
We conjecture that the equality sign holds in (9), 
supW,x)=p(A) 
x2-0 
(10) 
under the assumptions of Theorem 2 at least. Clearly, (10) holds if 
p(A) = 0. Also, (10) holds if Ax = p(A)x for some x > 0. This is true when 
B is finite dimensional. More generally, when p(A) >O is a pole of the 
resolvent (AZ- A) -I. This assumption holds if A is compact. The equality 
(10) for the finite dimensional B is due to [T-W]. Note that (3) and (9) 
yield 
supQ(A)<infC,(A) 
under the assumptions of Theorem 2. This inequality is due to [B-S]. 
By examining the proof of (4) we see that we actually use only the 
assumption (8). 
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LEMMA 3. Let the assumptions oj’ Lemmu 2 hold. Then the equality (4) 
holds. 
From the proof of Theorem 2 it follows that under the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 there exists ~EK’\{O} so that p(A’,f) = v(A’, K’). We 
conjecture the existence of g > 0 so that A ‘g = v(A ‘, K’) g. (It seems that 
one should be able to modify correctly the arguments of [Kar, Thm. 71.) 
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